INVENTORY CONTROL
LEARNING ACTIVITY
Emma Whigham

Community Supported Agriculture
■ Community Rotation: Heart and
Spade Farms
■ Duration: 4 weeks
■ Preceptor: Annika La Fave

Inventory Analysis

Current System: Ms. Annika has a
‘Farmers Notebook’ in which she records
the amount of produce harvested in
quantity and or weight, along with date
when harvested.
- A ‘Farmers Notebook’ is a popular tool for
inventory record keeping as farm locations are
generally located near no WIFI, resulting in a lack of
ability to record inventory on a cellular device/laptop.
In addition, it is more convenient to use pen and
paper in this situation as most farmers hands are
dirty from continuous work.

After I accessed records within the
inventory system, the ‘Farmers Notebook’,
my findings were that Ms. Annika had
created a table in which all harvested
inventory was organized and easy to
follow. She has developed her own
successful system that works to her
standard.

Inventory Analysis

■ Current System Continued: Not only
does Ms. Annika keep inventory of the
amount of produce harvested but, she
keeps records of how much of her produce
is being distributed at the CSA pick-up
site.
■ Ms. Annika has created a name checklist
sheet of all 31 members with the intention
of checking off each member as they
come and pick-up their share.
■ Checking off members as they arrive helps
Ms. Annika have a better understanding of
how much inventory (the produce) is
expected to be remaining. If inventory is
getting noticeably low – she can refer to
the name checklist sheet to see if this is
accurate with her physical inventory
recordings.

Intern Inventory Control Completion:
■ I achieved the task of inventory control
completion by harvesting the correct
amount of produce needed -- which
involved counting the appropriate amount
of rubber bands or plastic bags
beforehand and/or on the spot counting,
weighing the produce that was
meticulously harvested, keeping records of
harvested inventory for the day in the
‘Farmers Notebook’, and by checking off
members as they picked up their weekly
CSA share to ensure no more or less
inventory was being received.

Inventory Analysis

Areas of Strength:
■

A strength that Ms. Annika maintains when it comes
to inventory is that she has years of farming
experience and education. She has been able to
see what works and what doesn’t from previous
farming experiences and apply that to her own
business.

■

It is important to note that Ms. Annika does
maintain a personalized online excel sheet of
purchasing orders of seeds, crop rotations, and
weekly expected harvesting yields. This
demonstrates excellent organization and inventory
control.

■

Ms. Annika harvests a few extra produce and
carries extra rubber bands when harvesting just
incase accidents occur. (Ex. Squished squash,
broken rubber band) This shows that she is
prepared and taking precautions for inventory
accidents.

■

Since Ms. Annika has an open table style CSA pickup, members could accidentally or purposely take
more produce than assigned, resulting in inventory
problems. Ms. Annika does a high quality job of
making sure members are taking exactly what they
are assigned. She does this by verbally
communicating to members and by having a

Areas of Improvement:

■

The addition of a second working scale could
help save time /speed up the inventory
weighing process and may result in more
accurate readings. Ms. Annika currently has
one scale.

■

Potentially investing in an additional way to
keep records of inventory -- essentially a
‘back up’ plan. One downfall of keeping
inventory in a tangible Farmer’s Notebook is
the potential of misplacement and or losing
the notebook permanently. By keeping
inventory records elsewhere will result in a
sense of security and safety.

Farm to Table, Flow Chart
9. Eating
Produce!
1. Purchasing
of Seeds

8. Cooking
of Produce

2. Planting of
seeds and staring
germination in
greenhouse

7. Pickup /
Receiving of
Produce

3. Hardening
off plants
outside
6.
Washing
of
Produce

5. Harvesting of
Produce

4. Planting ‘starts’ in
the soil for
maturating

Communication with
Preceptor on Inventory
■ Asked appropriate clarifying
questions, if needed.
■ When unsure, asked preceptor
to double check my work.
(Example: reweighing on
cilantro.)

Big Picture
■ Inventory Control is a key component within a CSA like Heart and Spade
Farms. Without knowing how much or little you harvested, its impossible to
make distributions accurate.
■ One potential way to reduce inventory waste on the farm would be to continue
to prioritize education of all farmers and volunteers on handling and harvesting
of produce to reduce human made imperfections and damages on produce.

The End

